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Crown Commercial Service (CCS) plays an important role in helping the UK public sector save money 
when buying common goods and services.

As the biggest public procurement organisation in the UK, CCS uses its commercial expertise to help 
buyers in central government and across the public and third sectors to purchase everything from 
locum doctors and laptops to police cars and electricity.

At its offices in Norwich, Style worked with contractor, Sol Services Ltd, to create exible space in 
one of one of CCS’s meeting rooms, enabling staff to congure the room into one large meeting room, 
two smaller meeting rooms or open the area up into a completely open plan space.

Combining two glass folding partitions with impressive 42dB Rw acoustic ratings, alongside a 
Stylefold 120 solid folding wall with a 50 dB Rw rating, gave CCS the exibility they needed with a 
stylish and light solution.

To add to the interior design of the room, graphics were added to the solid moveable wall with 
matching manifestations on the glass, and all of the folding walls operated with a bottom rolling 
mechanism due mechanism due to there being no head support.

“This is a great example of how a combination of solid and glass acoustic folding walls can create 
exible meeting room space which offers light and visibility but is also very private,” said Steve 
Williams, sales director for Style Midlands.

“These walls are so effortless and light to manoeuvre that the space can be recongured in minutes, 
which means different room options can be created for different meetings throughout the day.

“The glass moveable walls also retain that feeling of having open plan space, whilst the impressive 
aacoustic integrity of these folding walls means that meetings can take place completely 
undisturbed.”
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